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(a)

Researchers have been studying a genetic disease with the aim of developing
a treatment for it. The genetic disease is caused by the produciion of a specific
enzyme.

Part of the DNA sequence for the enzyme is shown in Fig. 1.1.

TCCCCAACAACACTC
Fig. 1.1

State the complementary mRNA sequence to Fig. 1.1 and how many
amino acids this DNA would sequence code for. (Assume there are
no start or stop codons present).

(2 marks)

The researchers are exploring a possible treatment for the genetic disease
that would involve disrupting the process of translation.

Name the organelle that mRNA attaches to for translation to take place.

(1 mark)

Once mRNA has attached to this organelle, translation begins.
Describe the process of translation from this point, including the role of tRNA.
ln your answer, you should make the role of IRNA in translation clear.

(B marks)

Glucagon is a hormone involved in the regulation of the blood glucose level in
humans. lt controls protein activation in a cell via the second messenger, cAMp
Glucagon is a protein.
How is the order of am jno acids in glucagon determined?

(b) (i)

(ii)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(i)

(ii)

Suggest how jlucagon could control the activation of a protein via cAMp.

cAMP is also involved in the regulation of the /ac operon in E.coli.
Explain what is meant by the term'operon,.

When the concentration of glucose is low, cAMp activates the protein CRp
CRP helps RNA polymerase bind to the promoter at the start of the operon.

Explain how this helps E coll to continue respiring when the concentration
of glucose is low, but lactose is present.

Unit 5: Section 1 Protein Synthesis and Cellular Control

(1 mark)

(3 ma*s)

(2 marks)

(3 marks)
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

A muiation in the APC gene is found in the malority of colon cancers.
The mutation prevents the protein produced from carrying out its function.

Mutations that result in a non-functioning APC protein are usually caused by
base deletions.

Explain how the deletion of a single base could result in a non-functioning protein.

(3 marks)

Explain why a single-base substitution in a gene may have a less serious
effect on the gene's protein structure than a singte-base deletion.

(2 marks)

Mutations in the APC gene that lead to the development of colon cancer
have a harmful effect on a person. Explain how other mutations may have
a neutral effect on an organism.

(4 marks)

During protein synthesis the APC gene must be transcribed into mRNA.
Name the eukaryotic organelle where transcription takes place.

(1 mark)

Describe the process of transcription in detail.

ln your answer, you should make the sequence of steps in transcription clear.

(7 marks)

Several studies have been carried out into the development of the ptant,
Arabidopsis thaliana.

It has been found that a change to the base sequence of the ag-1 gene affects
flower developmenlin Arabidopsis thaliana - the change causes petals to grow in
place of stamens (the long, thin structures that produce pollen).

Using the information given above, explain why ag-1 is a classed as a
homeotic gene.

(2 marks)

Ag-1 contains a homeobox sequence. Explain how a homeobox sequence
helps to control an organism's development.

(4 marks)

Explain why studying Arabidopsis thaliana could help scientists to understand
development in a wide range of organisms, not just plants.

(2 marks)

It is thought that the process of programmed cell death may also play a role in
plant development.

State what is meant by the term 'programmed cell death'.

(1 mark)

(ii) Suggest how programmed cell death may affect plant development.

(2 marks)

Unit 5: Section '1 Protein Synthesis and Cellular Control
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(ii)

(i)



Fig. 1.1 shows the average DNA content of a group of cells that are
undergoing meiosis.

t0 20 3a 10 5a 6a 70 80 90 Time (hours)

Fig. 1.1

(a) (i) When in Fig. 1.1. does interphase take place? Explain your answer.

(ii) How long does it take for all of the cells to have completed meiosis l?

(iii) Describe the events that take place during meiosis l.

,,
// ln yout answer, you should make the correct sequence of events clear.

(iv) What is happening to the cells between 55 and 75 hours?

Genetic variation is generated during meiosis by crossing-over.

(i) State when crossing-over occurs in meiosis and describe what it involves.

(2 marks)

(ii) When crossing-over occurs, the chromatids end up with new combinations
of alleles. What name is given to the fixed position at which a particular
allele is found on a chromosome?

(1 nark)

Yeast cells can convert substance 1 1o substance 3 via the enzyme pathway shown
in Fig. 2.1. Two different iene loci control the pathway and each has two alleles.
Having the dominant versions of alleles A and B means that the yeast cell will
produce enzymes A and B as shown in Fig. 2.1.

Enzyme A Enzyme B
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(2 marks)

(1 mark)

(1 0 marks)

(1 mark)

Fig.2.1 Substance 1 ---------->

(allele A)

Substance 2 Substance 3---------->

(allele B)

Yeast cells that lack either enzyme A or enzyme B cannot convert substance 1 to
substance 3 and so cannot grow in media containing substance 1.

Unit 5: Section 2 lnheritance i:,::.:.i



Complete Table 2.1 by putting a tick (,/) oracross (,x) in the correct boxes below
to show whether or not yeast cells with the following genotypes could grow on
substance 1 . The first one has been done for you

Table 2.1

Genotype Growth on substance 1

AaBb

aaBb

AAbb

AABb

(3 marks)

Some of the cells that could not grow on substance 1 will grow if supplied
with substance 2. Suggest why (with reference to their genotype).

(3 marks)
Yeast cells with genotype AAbb are homozygous dominant for allele A and
homozygous recessive for allele B.

Define the following terms: homozygous, dominant, recessive.
(3 marks)

Haemophilia is sex-linked genetic disorder. lt is caused by a faulty allele on
the X-chromosome. The faulty allele (Xh) is recessive to the normal allele (XH).
A study was carried out into the inheritance of haemophilia. The phenotypes of
children in families where the mother was a carrier of the disease (genotype XHXh)

and the father was a haemophiliac (genotype XhY) were recorded.

Draw a genetic diagram to show why a 1 :1 :1 : 1 phenotypic ratio of
haemophiliac male : haemophiliac female : carrier female : normal male
was expected in the results of this study.

(3 marks)

(b) Of lhe 272 children in this study, 130 were boys and 142 were girls.
61 of the boys and 70 of the girls had haemophilia.
A chi-squared test was used to analyse the results.

(i) Calculate the chi-squared value (1,) for this study.

O = observed result

E = expected result

I = the sum of...

n = number of classes

(3 marks)
(ii) Use your calculated value of X2 and Table 3.1 to determine whether or not the

difference between the observed and expected results is significant.

Degrees of
freedom

Probability (p)

0.50 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.001

1 0.46 1.64 2.71 3.84 6.64 10.83

2 '1.39 3.22 4.61 5.99 9.21 13.82

3 2.37 4.64 6.25 7.82 11.34 16.27

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

^ r- (O-E)2
/\.LF

degrees of freedom = n - 1

Unit 5: Section 2 lnheritance
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(1 mark)



(a) (i)

(ii)

(b) (i)

/2g
(ii)

Unit 5: Section 3 Variation and Evolution

(2 marks)

The Amish population of North America has an unusually high incidence of genetic
disorders. One such disorder is a rare form of dwadlsm called Ellis van Creveld
syndrome. The disorder can lead to health problems and death in childhood.

(a) Ellis van Creveld syndrome is a monogenic disorder that shows discontinuous
variation.

(i) Explain what is meant when a phenotypic trait is described as

(ii) Explain what is meant by the term 'discontinuous variation,.

(b) Ellis van Creveld syndrome is caused by a recessive allele (e).
ln some Amish communities, the frequency of Ellis van Creveld syndrome
(genotype ee) may be as high as 5 births in every 1000.
The Hardy-Weinberg equations are:

P+q=1
p2 + 2pq + q, =1

Use the Hardy-Weinberg equations to calculate the percentage of these
communities that are carriers of Ellis van Creveld syndrome (genotype Ee).
Show your working. Give your answer to two decimal places.

(3 marks)
(c) The frequency of the Ellis van Creveld allele is much higher in some Amish

communities than in the general population.

What process is likely to have led to the high frequency of this allele?
Give a reason for your answer.

(2 marks)

A scientist is studying two populations of a fish species. The populations are found
in two separate lakes that were once part of a single, larger lake. The scientist is
looking for evidence that the two populations are now separate species.
How does the biological species concept define a species?

(1 mark)
Give one problem with using the biological species concept to decide which
species an organism belongs to.

(1 mark)
The scientist believes that the geographical isolation of the two populations
has led to speciation. Describe how this could have happened.

ln your answer, you should make clear the link between geographical isolation,
changing allele frequencies and speciation.

(8 narks)
Speciation does not always require geographical isolation.
Explain how speciation may take place without geographical isolation.

(1 mark)

(2 marks)



Fig. 3.1 shows the average yield per crop plant in a population of Triticum aestivum
(bread wheat).

Number of plants

Fig. 3.1

Name and describe the type of variation shown in Fig. 3.'1.

(3 marks)

ls wheat yield likely to be controlled by genotype, the environment or a combination
ofthe fuvo? Explain your answer.

(1 mark)

High yielding Triticum aestivum has been produced through artificial selection.

What is artificial selection?

(1 mark)

Describe how Triticum aestivum could have been bred to have a high wheat yield
through artificial selection.

(3 marks)

Goatgrass is a grass plant with a relatively high tolerance of the cold.

It is native to parts of Russia and Eastern Europe and grows through the winter.

Genes from goatgrass have been used to improve the cold tolerance of
Triticum aestivum.

Goatgrass evolved a high cold tolerance through the process of natural selection.
Explain how.

(5 marks)

Give three differences between the natural selection of goatgrass and the artificial

selection of Triticum aestivum.

(3 marks)

s
a.)

bo

o

(i)

(ii)

(i)

(ii)

(i)

(ii)

Unit 5: Section 3 Variation and Evolution



(a)

A group of scientists are manufacturing insulin for use in the trbatment of diabetes.

The researchers genetically modify bacteria to produce the human insulin protein
and grow the cells in the fermentation vessel shown in Fig. 1.'1.

(i)

(ii)

ldentify three features of the
fermentation vessel in Fig. 1.'l
which help to increase the yleld
of protein produced. For each
feature explain how it helps to
increase the yield.

(3 marks)

Explain why it's important that
the air entering the fermentation
vessel is sterile.
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(2 marks)

Fig. 1.1

The growth curve of the bacterial population is shown in Fig. 1.2.

0 t 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Time (minutes)

Using Fig. 1.2, determine how long it takes for the initial bacterial population to
double in size.

(1 mark)
Explain why it takes less time for the bacterial population to then double
in size again.

(2 marks)
Sketch out the groMh curve you would expect to see if the bacteria had been grown
in a closed culture.

(1 mark)
Explain the differences between the growth curve of a bacterial population in a
closed culture and the groMh curve in Fig. '1 .2.

(6 marks)

(b)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Unit 5: Section 4 Cloning and Biotechnology



(c) The scientists believe that, in the future, diabetes could be cured using therapeutic

cloning.ThiswouldinvolvetakingabodyCellfromthepatientandgenerating
embrybnic stem cells from it using the process of nuclear transfer'

ls this an example of reproductive or non-reproductive cloning?

Explain your answer. ( mark)

Describe how embryonic stem cells could be produced from a human body

cell using nuclear transfer.

2 rn uour answer, you should make clear the sequence of the steps in the process'

Y (7 marks)

(a) (i)

A company produces out of season plants for a garden centre using tlssue culture'

The plants it produces are clones.

When performing tissue culture, explain why the cells that are removed from

the original plant are usually taken from the stem and root tips'
(2 marks)

ln addition to being able to produce plants out of season, give two further

advantages of cloning plants. 
e marks)

When inspecting clones grown from the same culture, a scientist working for the

company noticei that one of thecloneshasa bacterial infection. Suggest why this

could be major Problem.
(2 marks)

An antibiotic against the bacteria causing the infection is produced by a fungus.

The fungus can be cultured using batch culture or continuous culture'

Explain why fungi are commonly used in the biotechnology industry'
(4 marks)

(ii) Tick the correct boxes to show which of the statements below are a feature of

batch culture and which are a feature of continuous culture'

The first one has been done for You.

Batch Continuous

The culture is a closed system.

The culture is kept in the exponential phase of growth'

Product is harvested in the stationary phase of growth'

The product yield is relatively high.

Used if secondary metabolites are required'

(4 marks)

(i)

(ii)

(ii)

(b)

(c)

(i)

Unit 5: Section 4 Cloning and Biotechnology 
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(a)

An agricultural company is creating a transformed wheat plant containing a gene

ior nJroi"ioe resistance. After ann-ouncing some early positive results' the company

*r. ,ppror"h"O by anti-genetic engineering activists' The company spoke with

some of the activists to hear their cJncerns but continued production of the plant.

suggest two ethical concerns that the anti-genetic engineering company may have

haO witn the agricultural company's work' 
e marks)

Scientists at the company used a

(b) (i) What is a DNA Probe?

First plate

Second plates

(iii) Suggest one colonY for use

Explain Your choice.

DNA probe to first locate the resistance gene'

(2 marks)

Kev:

A - host cetls containing no marker Sene

B - host cells containing marker gene

but no target gene

l-7 - possible transformed cells

(2 marks)

in further experiments on the transformed wheat plant'

(1 mark)

(ii)

2v
Describe how a DNA probe could have been used to locate the gene'

In your answer, you should make ctear the sequence of the steps involved in

locating the gene. 
(7 marks)

The scientists introduced the gene into some host bacteria The host bacteria were

gio;on .irnouro agar ptat; io produce colonies' which were then transferred to a

second set of plates. tne rirsiani second sets of plates are shown in Fig 1 1'

(c)

standard agar ;;{:;,!,r":":,r:i;,,
Fig. 1'1

(i) Explain why the colonies of bacteria were transferred to the second set of plates'

(3 marks)

(ii) Explain why the bacteria in colony A were added to the plates'

Unit 5: Secticn 5 Gene Technologies



A study was carried out to investigate the effectiveness of gene therapy in patients
with Xlinked severe combined immunodeficiency disease (SCID). SCID is an
inherited disorder that affects the immune system. It is caused by a mutation in the
IL2RG gene.

Ten patients were treated with a virus vector carrying a correct version of the IL2RG
gene. After gene transfer, the patient's immune system was monitored for at least
three years and noted as functional (good) or not. Their health was also monitored
for the same time. Fig. 2.1 shows the results.

Fig.2.1
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(1 mark)

(2 narks)
Suggest two ways the study could be improved.

(2 marks)
Outline one ethical concern that may be raised by studies using gene therapy.

(1 mark)

Scientists are cloning the gene BtrA so they can study the effects of the protein it
codes for in a species of fish. They start by using PCR to obtain fragments of DNA
containing the gene.

Describe one other method they could use to obtain a DNAfragment.

(2 marks)
The scientists next incubate the PCR fragments with a restriction enzyme to
produce sticky ends, then use in vlvo cloning techniques to introduce the gene
into a bacterial cell along with a fluorescent marker gene.

Explain the importance of producing sticky ends for gene cloning.

(2 marks)
Describe the in vivo cloning techniques used after the production of the sticky ends
on the DNA fragments.

(6 marks)
Suggest one reason why the scientists used in yivo instead of rn vlfro cloning
techniques.

(1 mark)

(a)

(b) (i)

(ii)

(c)

Besides viruses, give one other example of a type of vector.

Describe the results shown in Fig. 2.1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Unit 5: Section 5 Gene Technologies



An investigation has been conducted on two species of grasshopper, species A and
species B, in an area of grassy fields.

Fig. 1-1 shows changes in the population sizes of species A and B in the area under
investigation.

C"fl .att ,aa'
^$ ^o')o' 10'

Year

Fig. 1.1

Describe and explain the trend shown by Fig. 1.1, with reference to the type
of competition it shows.

(3 marks)

The amount of food available prevents the population size of each grasshopper
species from increasing further.

What term is used to describe the amount of food available in this case?

(1 mark)

Sheep frequently graze in one of the grassy fields the scientists are investigating.
Explain how this may result in deflected succession.

(2 marks)

A team of scientists are investigating the distribution of marsh marigolds across a

field that is directly next to a stream.

Suggest and describe a method the scientists could use to investigate the
distribution of marsh marigolds.

(2 marks)

The team decide they want to record the percentage cover of marsh marigolds.
Describe how they could measure the percentage cover and give two advantages
of measuring species abundance this way.

(3 marks)

Abiotic factors were investigated at the same places as the data on marsh marigolds
was recorded. Explain what is meant by the term 'abiotic factors'.

(1 mark)
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(a) (i)

(a) (i)

(ii)

(b)

(iD

(b)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.1 shows the net productivity of some organisms in a food web.
All the figures are in kJmryr 1.

What source of energy is represented by Box A?

(1 mark)
The respiratory loss ofsecondary consumer 1 is 1571L36-zy1-r
and its gross productivity is 2143 kJm-2yr-1. Calculate its net productivity_

(2 marks)
Give two reasons why the energy absorbed by secondary consumer 2
wtll not equal '1265 kJm2yr 1.

(2 marks)
Calculate the difference in the percentage efficiency of energy transfer
between th_e producer and primary 

"on.Irrer 
f , unO tf," f tOlcer and primary

consumer 2.

(3 marks)
Nitrogen is passed on in a food web when organisms eat each other. Describe hownitrogen compounds in organisms are recyclJd back to atmospheric nitrogen.
ln your answer, you should describe the specific roles of named microorganisms.

(9 marks)
Many areas of woodland around the world are part of conservation projects.
Outline one ethical reason for the conservation of woodland.

(1 nark)
Ecosystems such as woodland can be managed in a sustainable way.
Briefly describe what this means.

(2 marks)
complete the tabre berow to give three different methods used to manage temperatewoodland in a sustainable way and explain how each method works.

(c)

Primaty
consumer I
2619

Primary
consumer 2
1265

Secondary
consumer 2
302

Unit 5. Section 6 Ecology



(b)

A bodybuilder lifts weights to increase the size of the muscles in his arms.
Describe how the biceps and triceps muscles bend and straighten the arm.

Explain the rore of acetyrchorine in causing deporarisation of ceils in ,n" o,.J;J"ut')
muscle following a nervous impulse.

(S marks)
Fig 1.1 shows partof a myofibril in the biceps muscle when it is contracted.
complete the tabre by naming the sections of the myofibrir rabeled A-c and stating
how the sections wifl appear when the biceps reraxes, compared to how they appe"ar
in Fig 1.l.

(c) (i)

A
r-l

Name Appearance when the biceps
relaxes, compared to Fig 1_1.

A

B

(ii) A myofibril contains myosin filaments. Describe the structure of a

(6 marks)

myosin filament.

(3 marks)
Describe the role of the myosin filament and ATp in muscle contractlon.
ln your answer, you should make it clear how the steps in the process
of muscle contraction are sequenced.

(7 marks)
The bodybuilder manages to lift an extremely heavy weight with a short
burst of explosive power. He can only sustain the titt tori tew seconds.
Describe howATP is rikery to be generated in the bodybuirder's arm muscles
when he lifls the heavy weight.

(i)

(iii)

2v
(d)

(2 marks)
(ii) Give three advantages of ATp being generated in this way.

(3 marks)(e) A biceps muscle is a voluntary muscle. Give three structural differences
between a voluntary muscle fibre and an involuntary muscle fibre.

(3 marks)

Unii 5: Secii*n 7 Responding to the Environment



Scientists took three Goosegrass seedlings and
soil taken from the same source. They let each
conditions shown in Fig 2.1.

Seecllins BSeedlins A

Disc ratates at a steady speed -
turns 360' in 1 day

Suggest whai response the scientists

planted them in individual pots with
seedling grow for 15 days in the

Seedlins C

Days 6-10

Fig 2.1

were testing with this experiment.

(1 mark)

The scientists didn't include a control in their experiment. Describe the
conditions that should have been used for a seedling acting as a control.

Describe and explain the pattern of growth in the three plants you would
expect to see by the end of the experiment.

Explain the role of plant hormones in controlling the direction of growth
in this experiment.

(2 marks)

(6 marks)

(4 marks)

Ornithophobia is an irrational fear of birds. When a person with ornithophobia
sees a bird, the'fight or flight' response may be activated.

(i) Name the main hormone involved in the'fight or flight' response.

(1 mark)

(ii) The 'fight or flight' response prepares the body for action.

Explain the effects on the body of nervous communication from the medulla
oblongata during the 'fight or flight' response.

(B marks)

(iii) Describe how blood flow to different parts ofthe body is affected during the
'fight or flight' response.

(5 narks)

For most people, the sight of a bird doesn't trigger the'fight or flight' response.
People with ornithophobia may have developed their response to the sight of a
bird by repeatedly associating seeing a bird with a stimulus that naturally causes
the'fight or flight'response, e.g. the thought of being attacked by birds.

Using this information, state what type of learned behaviour can lead to the
development of ornithophobia. Give a reason for your answer.

(2 marks)

Unii 5: Section 7 Responding to the Environment -grel


